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Foodweb Education  
Program 

 

The Foodweb framework is a structured yet flexible gardens-based program 
that teaches and reinforces fundamental ecological patterns such as energy 
flow and matter cycles . 

The emphasis is on incremental learning. Each week the aim is to  build a 
slightly deeper understanding of thefundamental processes that make life on 
Earth possible.  

Reconnecting children to the fundamentals of 
food reconnects them to the fundamentals of life 

Fritjov Capra 



Foodweb Education 
•  Education for Sustainability (EfS) begins with understanding the 

processes that sustain life. 

•   All living system require energy to live. Energy flows through them 
and materials cycle. This occurs at all scales of systems from cells, 
ecosystems through to biosphere 

•  Breath of Life = metabolism = ceaseless flow of energy and matter 
through a living systems of a network of chemical reactions. Fritjov 
Capra 



Foodweb Education Program 
 
Students participate for one hour every fortnight in  

blocks.  

One hour session is divided into:  
CLASS BASED: 

•  10-15 minutes of theory delivered with the use of photos, props, activities, video, demostrations, 
experiments, songs, stories, puppets. 

OUTDOOR:  

•  Task based - cooking, gardening maintenance and/or project based work 

•  Investigative -activity aimed to make theoretical component authentic and meaningful.  



 
 
 
JUNIOR YEARS P-2 
The emphasis is on developing a sense of wonder,curiosity and appreciation of nature (biophilia). 
Use ofpattern vocabulary and core Ecosystem Ecology patterns are at the introductory stage. 
 

Biophilia  

•  Exploration, investigation and curiosity.  

•  Sensory awareness and experiences. 

•   Basic knowledge of living organisms and their environment.  

Visible Patterns in Nature  

•  Pattern observation, identification through garden  

organisms.  

Energy flow  

•  Food chains in ecosystems and garden.  

•  Seasons and the role of the sun.  

Matter Cycles  

•  Water and nutrient cycles in the garden. 



Life cycles 

Change: water cycle, rock 
cycle, Carbon cycle 

Patterns caused by the 
relationship between the 
sun and the Earth 

Click to add text 

Examples of using and reiterating cycles pattern to introduce 
concepts in class followed by observation and interaction with 

cycles outside in the garden 
 



MIDDLE YEARS 3-4 
The emphasis is on identifying and understanding ecological patterns. We 
begin applying these patterns as practical decision making tools in garden 
design and maintenance. 
 
Energy flow 

•  Photosynthesis. 

•  Energy types, transformation and thermodynamics. 

•  Energy flow through ecosystems 

Matter cycles 

•  Matter cycles through ecosystems 

•  Biochemistry – H20, C, O. 

Ecological patterns 

•  Networks, population dynamics, development. 



SENIOR YEARS 5-6 
The emphasis is on applying understanding of ecological 
patterns to understand the role and impacts of our 
actions on the planet. 
 Energy flow 

•  Reiterating thermodynamics and energy flow through 

ecosystems. 

•  Energy flow in contemporary and historical human 

societies. 

Matter cycles 

•  Basic chemistry, liquids, solids, gases. 

•  Biochemistry – elements that make up life. 

•  Reiterated bio-geochemical cycles – H2O, C, O and N. 

•  Matter cycles in contemporary and historical human 

societies. 

Ecological patterns 

•  Feedback loops, evolution. 



Foodweb for Early Years 
Learning 
Early Years Learning Framework 
Biophilia 
Play-based education 
Pattern Learning 
Experiential Learning 
Sunbury Family Day Care - systems for home-based care 
 



Early Years Learning Framework 
Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, 
cooperation, confidence, creativity, commitment, 
enthusiasm, persistence, imagination and reflexivity 

 
 



OUTCOME 2: CHILDREN ARE 
CONNECTED WITH AND 

CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR WORLD 

EYLF OUTCOME 4: CHILDREN ARE 
CONFIDENT AND INVOLVED 

LEARNERS 

•  Children develop a sense of belonging to 
groups and communities and an 
understanding of the reciprocal rights 
and responsibilities necessary for active 
community participation  

•  Children respond to diversity with 
respect 

•   Children become socially responsible 
and show respect for the environment 

•   Children become aware of fairness  
 

•  Children develop dispositions for learning such 
as curiosity, cooperation, confidence, creativity, 
commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, 
imagination and reflexivity  

•  Children develop a range of skills and processes 
such as problem solving,enquiry, 
experimentation, hypothesising, researching and 
investigating  

•  Children transfer and adapt what they have 
learned from one context to another  

•  Children resource their own learning through 
connecting with people, place, technologies and 
natural and processed materials 

 



Nurturing Biophilia 
 

We need to allow  
children to develop their 
biophilia, their love for 

the Earth, before we ask 
them to academically 

learn about nature and 
become guardians of it 

(Olds 2001; Sobel 2008)  



In addition to regular opportunities to explore and play in nature, one of the 
best ways to foster empathy with young children is to cultivate relationships 
to animals. This includes exposure to indigenous animals, both real and 
imagined 
Sobel 1996 



Chicken love: care, empathy, 
responsibility, companionship 

as well as authentic 
connection and observation to 

patterns of life cycle, waste 
recycling, food chains 



Using Foodweb framework to model play, play that reinforces 
understanding and ability to recognise and apply ecological 
principles of energy flow.matter cycling. 



Pattern Learning: from Foundation to Year 2, students learn that 
observations can be organised to reveal patterns, and that these 
patterns can be used to make predictions about phenomena. ACARA 

PATTERNS IN 
NATURE 

branching patterns: 
leaves, coral, rivers 

spirals: snails, milipedes, vine 
tendrils 

life cycles 



Toward a model for early childhood 
environmental education: foregrounding, 
developing, and connecting knowledge through play-based 
learning Cutter-Mackenzie 



Outdoor nature based 
play 



OPEN-ENDED PLAY 



THE LAWS OF NATURE 
GOVERNING STICK 

PLAY AT BNWPS 



Nature based play:  

games, art, performance 

Performance 



PURPOSEFULLY-FRAMED PLAY: applying Foodweb framework 



Real-life Minecraft: listen to your students, use their interests and 
enjoyment to inspire your activities and learning 



Creating fantasy lands for story 
telling and incorporating the 
outdoors into literacy activities 

Garden inspired art projects 
and literacy activities 



EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING: providing meaningful play/work opportunities 
as well improving physical and mental health of workers, children whilst 
making positive contributions to the environment 



Market stall with hand-made 
gifts, seedlings and fresh 
produce from the garden 
project. 

Peeling the beans in 
preparation to make fresh 
broad bean felafels Growing a broad bean in a jar 

to accompany reading the Dr 
Seuss book  'Oh say can you 
seed' 



Harvesting, cooking and eating 

Reconnecting children to the fundamentals of food 
reconnects them to the fundamentals of life 

 



Freshly harvested produce 
the children have planted and 
grown themselves 

Engaged in preparing the 
food 

Greek salad is delivered 
and devoured 



Harvesting, fermenting and 
eventually eating the olives 

grown in the neighbours yard 



Harvesting fresh fruit for immediate consumption  

Locquats 

Summer fruits: nectarines, 
strawberries and 
raspberries 



Work 

When educators create environments in which children experience mutually enjoyable, caring and respectful 
relationships with people and the environment, children respond accordingly. When children participate 
collaboratively in everyday routines, events and experiences and have opportunities to contribute to 
decisions, they learn to live interdependently. 
 



Work 

Click to add text 

Opportunities to develop trust, sense of ownership of space. Make meaningful 
contributions.  Take responsible risks, experience accomplishment (& failure), 

experiment in a supportive environment, build confidence, communication,  
co-operaton and practical skills.  



EVERY TASK DOESN'T HAVE TO BE BUT 
CAN BE FUN  



Foodweb conversations: matter cycles continuously through the web 
of life, the energy that drives most of these ecological cycles flows from the sun 

Energy flow:Can you 
trace the energy source 

back to the sun? 

Matter 
cycling:What 

did this used to 
be? What will it 

become? 
REFLECT: What did we do? 

How did we do it? Why did we 
do it? 

 



you 
lead by example, model inquiry 
processes, including wonder, 
curiosity and imagination, try 

new ideas and take on 
challenges reflect with children 

on what and how they have 
learned EYLF 

 
 


